
AVAIL® QuickTwist 
Glovebag System
SAFE, HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
ASBESTOS REMOVAL FROM PIPE



ILC Dover's AVAIL® brand glovebags enjoy the industry 

reputation of being the highest performing, easiest to 

use, and safest method to remove asbestos insulation 

from pipe. It is no wonder that more professionals 

choose AVAIL than any other brand.  AVAIL glovebags 

have been used to remove over 50 million linear feet of 

pipe insulation.

The AVAIL QuickTwist glovebags incorporate all the 

safety and labor-saving features of the standard AVAIL 

glovebags, plus a debris chamber design that makes 

it safer and easier for workers to twist off the waste 

area. The QuickTwist design has two distinct work 

zones, the removal area and the debris chamber. This 

two-stage design makes it safer and easier for workers 

to remove and securely separate debris-laden bags 

from pipe. The QuickTwist incorporates a larger work 

area with a narrower and taller debris chamber so that 

less bunching is required to twist close the glovebag. 

The increased work area gives the worker greater 

freedom inside the glovebag to access difficult 

pipe insulation. Each debris chamber is tall enough 

to handle intact sections of pipe insulation, less 

breakage of debris means lower fiber counts. After 

waste is funneled into the chamber, the worker easily 

twists it closed at the top and tapes the neck to 

prevent escape of dangerous fibers.

PROTECTING PEOPLE AND THEIR 
ENVIRONMENTS FROM EXPOSURE



QuickTwist

Debris Chamber
1-2-3

QuickTwist

Debris Chamber
1-2-3

model  QT10  QT14  QT18  QT30  

item
number 01610206  01614156  016182106  01630356 

work
area  42" to 90'  48" to 75'  54" to 55'  60" to 30'   

pipe
diameter up to 10 inch 10 to 14 inch 14 to 18 inch 18 to 30 inch  

quantity
per case 20   15   10   5   

glove
assemblies 1 set per bag 1 set per bag 2 sets per bag 3 sets per bag  

pipe
config.  horizontal  horizontal  horizontal  horizontal

mil
thickness 6 mil   6 mil   6 mil   6 mil 

replaces
model  4460, 5460,  6072   6684   72120
  6060

AVAIL   QuickTwist Glovebag Specifications

Grayling AVAIL glovebags 
deliver the highest 

performance because of 
design features that save 
labor while increasing safety. 

All AVAIL bags have; 
FiberGuard glovesleeves 

that ensure an air and liquid 
tight seal at this critical point, 

latex work gloves are 
extra large and flock lined for 

worker comfort.

QuickTwist 1-2-3 is  available in Grayling's patented 
extended-run design that set the industry standard 
for efficiency in removing long runs of pipe insulation.
Only the highest quality raw materials are 
converted into AVAIL glovebags on state-of-the-art 
manufacturing equipment. Then, the most stringent 
quality control system in the industry is employed 
to deliver the AVAIL glovebag line, consistently the most 
superior product available. 

Pre-cut tops with 
�tted-collars eliminate 
awkward cutting and 
measuring on the job and 
allow the worker to attach the 
glovebag quickly and safely 
with no bunching of the bag 
where it attaches to the pipe. 

Ultra strong virgin 
polyethylene ensure 

excellent viewing of the work 
area while yielding the highest 

seal quality. A large drop-in 
tool pouch is positioned for 

quick and easy access to your 
tools. 

EASILY REMOVE, FIT AND TWIST-OFF FULL SECTIONS OF PIPE INSULATION 

QuickTwist

Debris Chamber
1-2-3

QuickTwist 2-stage design:QuickTwist 2-stage design:

1Work Chamber
20% more work room

than traditional glovebags.

2Debris Chamber
Ultra-durable PHD 

debris chamber holds 
full lengths of insulation 

and twists off easily and safely.

       Work from either side of the pipe.
2 sets of glovesleeves lets you access
pipe insulation diameters up to 18".

QT18
       Super size model for large 
pipes, valves and beams up to 30" 
in diameter. 3 sets of glovesleeves 
allow easy access to the full 
circumference of insulation.

QT30

Entry ports allow safe, 
fiber and liquid tight 
attachment of the HEPA 
vacuum and wetting 
agent/encapsulant wand.

Proper glovesleeve 
positioning lets the worker 
reach the insulation without 
having to support the weight of 
debris. This eliminates worker 
fatigue and therefore increases 
productivity.
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MODEL QT10 QT14 QT18 QT30

Item # 01610206 01614156 016182106 01630356

Work area 42" to 90' 48" to 75' 54" to 55' 60" to 30'

Pipe diameter up to 10" 10" to 14" 14" to 18" 18" to 30"

Quantity/case 20 15 10 5

Glove assemblies 1 set/bag 1 set/bag 2 sets/bag 3 sets/bag

Pipe config. horizontal horizontal horizontal horizontal

Mil thickness 6 mil 6 mil 6 mil 6 mil

Replaces model 4460, 5460, 6060 6072 6684 72120

AVAIL QuickTwist Glovebag Specifications





QUICKTWIST GLOVEBAGS:  
5 ADVANTAGES,  
ONE SMART SOLUTION

1 INCREASED SAFETY

AVAIL glovebags deliver the highest performance because of design 

features that save labor while increasing safety. All AVAIL bags have 

FiberGuard glovesleeves that ensure an air and liquid tight seal at this 

critical point, and latex work gloves that are extra large and flock lined for 

worker comfort. The QuickTwist design offers a work chamber with 20% 

more room than traditional glovebags and a debris chamber that holds full 

lengths of insulation and twists off easily and safely.

 

2 A MORE DURABLE MATERIAL

Ultra strong polyethylene ensures excellent viewing of the work area while 

yielding the highest seal quality. A large drop-in tool pouch is positioned 

for quick and easy access to your tools.

3 CONVENIENT AND EASY TO USE

AVAIL bags are packaged in a dispensing box that protects unused bags 

from damage due to handling. The bags are on a roll and can be cut off 

and used in sections of 1, 2, 3 or more. 6 mil is standard construction.



4 VERSATILE SIZES

The most popular and versatile glovebag in the collection, the 

QT10 fits pipe diameters up to 10" and removes 42" to 54" of 

pipe insulation per bag. It handles 40% more insulation than a 

4460 style glovebag. 

When larger diameters of   pipe are encountered, the 

QT14 is a workhorse. It safely encloses pipe diameters  

from 10" to 14" and handles 48" to 60" of pipe 

insulation per bag. 

Large pipe diameters from 14" to 18" are no 

problem for the QT18 model. Two sets of 

glovesleeves let the worker easily reach and 

remove 54" to 66" of pipe insulation. 

The super-sized QT30 AVAIL model 

handles pipe diameters from 18" to 30." 

Ideal for larger pipes, valves and fittings 

where more work area is required. 

Three sets of glovesleeves let workers 

remove 60" to 72" pipe insulation. 

 



TALK WITH OUR EXPERTS

At ILC Dover, we look forward to collaborating with you to develop 

systems tailored to your exact needs. To speak with one of our 

experts, simply call +1.302.335.3911 or visit www.ilcdover.com.

5 ERGONOMIC BENEFIT

Proper glovesleeve positioning lets the worker reach the insulation without 

having to support the weight of debris. This eliminates worker fatigue and 

therefore increases productivity. 

Pre-cut tops and fitted collars eliminate awkward cutting and measuring on 

the job and allow the worker to attach the glovebag quickly and safely with 

no bunching of the bag where it attaches to the pipe. 

Entry ports allow safe, fiber and liquid tight attachment of the HEPA 

vacuum and wetting agent/encapsulant wand.

QuickTwist 1-2-3 is available in AVAIL's extended-run design that set the 

industry standard for efficiency in removing long runs of pipe insulation. 

Only the highest quality raw materials are converted into AVAIL glovebags 

on state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment. Then, the most stringent 

quality control system in the industry is employed to deliver the AVAIL 

glovebag line, consistently the most superior product available.

AVAIL is a registered trademark of ILC Dover. 



BEYOND BOUNDARIES™

Innovators at our core, we develop engineered solutions for our 

customers’ complex problems. Recognized globally for our flexible 

containment solutions, ILC Dover serves customers in a diverse 

range of industries, including pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical 

manufacturing, personal care, food and beverage, chemical, aerospace, 

healthcare and government agencies. At ILC Dover, quality is a culture, 

not a measurement. Our customers will tell you that we cater to their 

every need and that we’re highly innovative, responsive, dedicated 

and competitive. We have been innovating since 1947. ILC Dover’s 

visionary solutions improve efficiency, safeguard workers and product, 

and prevent disasters — proof that we are on the front line of business 

excellence.

Engineering evolution beyond boundaries.

One Moonwalker Road
Frederica, DE 19946 USA

+1.302.335.3911
+1.800.631.9567 

customer_service@ilcdover.com

www.ilcdover.com
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